ART. 61]
MUTUAL POTENTIAL.
31
If the forces were repulsive instead of attractive this formula expresses the work the system would do if the particles (under the influence of their repulsions) retired to infinite distances.
This  symmetrical  expression is called the mutual potential 'I energy or the mutual work of the two systems according as the "standard of force is repulsion or attraction (Art. 41).
The work done when either system moves from one given
position to another under the influence of the attractions of the
other system is the difference of their mutual works in the two
positions.    If both systems are moved, each from one given position
to another, under the influence of their mutual attractions, it easily
, ffollows, by moving them one at a time, that the work done is the
M excess of their mutual work in, their final positions over that in
I their initial positions.
60. If the particles are elements of a solid body the argument is still the same. Let dvf be an element of the volume of any finite mass M', p' its density, V the potential of any fixed system of attracting bodies at the element dv' ; the work of collecting together the mass Mr is $Vp'dv'.
This formula may be put into the form of a rule. To find the mutual work of two attracting masses in assigned positions, we multiply the mass of each element of one body by the potential of the other at that element, and then integrate the result throughout the volume of the first body.
• , „; „ 61.    The particles of a system mutually attract each other and
'' are in assigned positions.   Supposing them to have been originally
at distances so far apart that their mutual attractions were zero^it
is reguired^to find the .work done by their attractions as they are
collected together and brought each into its assigned position.
Let us suppose that the particles ml} m2, ... mn_x have been brought into their proper places. We now bring mn from infinity
into its place under the attraction of m^^m^-i.    The work is
{\ -2 + -~2-f... —— L    Thus mn is taken once with each of 'in      r<2U             ' n-~i, n)
the masses ml5 m2, ... mn_x. When we bring in succession mn+1) mn+*, &c. from infinity we obtain a similar series for each and therefore mn is taken once with each of these masses as it is brought in. Thus mn is taken once with every mass except itself. If m, mf are the masses of any two particles, r their distance apart

